Energy-efficient signal processing systems require estimation methods operating on data collected with low-complexity devices. Using analog-to-digital converters (ADC) with 1-bit amplitude resolution has been identified as a possible option in order to obtain low power consumption. The 1-bit performance loss, in comparison to an ideal receiver with ∞-bit ADC, is well-established and moderate for low SNR applications (2/π or −1.96 dB). Recently it has been shown that for parameter estimation with state-space models the 1-bit performance loss with Bayesian filtering can be significantly smaller ( 2/π or −0.98 dB). Here we extend the analysis to Bayesian smoothing where additional measurements are used to reconstruct the current state of the system parameter. Our results show that a 1-bit receiver performing smoothing is able to outperform an ideal ∞-bit system carrying out filtering by the cost of an additional processing delay Δ.
INTRODUCTION
Parameter estimation finds its application in diverse problems like radar, communications and robotics, where one faces the problem of measuring the current state of the system parameters from measurements. Due to the fact that mobile processing systems are required to operate under strict power and hardware constraints, using measurement data that is obtained with coarse resolution ADCs has gained attention [1, 2, 3] . In particular, a 1-bit ADC provides a sampling device which can be operated energy-efficient at high sampling rates [4] . The non-linear operation of 1-bit hard-limiting results in a performance loss which is moderate in the low SNR regime (2/π or −1.96 dB) [5] . As in many applications the parameters change slowly compared to the sampling rate, they can be assumed to be constant within one measurement block and to vary slightly from block to block. If the evolution of the parameters is taken into account by formulating a state-space model and performing filtering [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , it turns out that the performance loss can be reduced to −0.98 dB when using a 1-bit quantizer in the low SNR regime [11] .
Pursuing this line of work, we extend the 1-bit performance analysis to Bayesian smoothing. Besides the observations of passed blocks, with smoothing Δ additional measurements are taken into account and the estimate is therefore provided with a delay of at least Δ. In practice technical requirements specify a delay budget which can be used in order to perform all required calculations. The simplicity of 1-bit ADCs and the fact that the resulting binary receive signals allow to speed up the digital hardware, enables to use a portion of the delay budget to acquire Δ additional measurements. In order to reduce the mean square error (MSE), these observations can be incorporated into the estimation algorithm by implementing smoothing.
Our discussion on the performance of 1-bit smoothing is based on Bayesian bounds for the achievable MSE. After the definition of a generic system model, we outline the basic concepts of Bayesian filtering, prediction and smoothing. A recursive Bayesian Cramér-Rao lower bound (BCRLB) is reviewed for these methods. Then we compare the performance of the 1-bit system with an ideal ∞-bit receiver. Finally, we show the performance gain which is possible with 1-bit smoothing in comparison to ∞-bit filtering.
PROBLEM STATEMENT

System Model
For the discussion we assume k = 1, 2, . . . , K receive blocks with the receive signal y k ∈ R N in the k-th block following the measurement probability density function (PDF) p(y k |θ k ), where θ k ∈ R M is the k-th block parameter. The parameter follows a Markov model [12] , described by a transition PDF p(θ k |θ k−1 ). We assign a prior PDF p(θ 0 ) to the parameter vector before the inital measurement block k = 1.
Bayesian Filtering
The goal of filtering is to calculate the filtering PDF p (θ k |Y k ) of the current state θ k given the measurement matrix
containing all of the received samples up to block k. From the filtering PDF the conditional mean estimator (CME)
can be deduced. The CME minimizes the filtering MSE
Bayesian Prediction
Bayesian prediction is referred to as the inference of the parameterθ l|k in the l-th block with k < l [13] . The dynamic model of the parameter p(θ k |θ k−1 ) is decisive under these circumstances. The CME is calculated from
and minimizes the MSE
Bayesian Smoothing
Bayesian smoothing reconstructs the stateθ l|k in block l by taking into account future measurements Y k up to the k-th block [13] . The expression for the CME and the MSE is the same as in (4) and (5) while for smoothing l < k.
BAYESIAN CRAMÉR-RAO BOUNDS
Filtering Bayesian Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
For Bayesian filtering the MSE can be bounded by the Bayesian Cramér-Rao lower bound (BCRLB) [14, 15] 
The required filtering Bayesian information matrix (BIM) J k|k can be calculated efficiently in a recursive manner [16] 
with
and the Fisher information matrix having the entries [17] [
The initial filtering BIM can be computed with the prior PDF
Prediction Bayesian Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
The performance of prediction can be lower bounded by
The recursive calculation of the prediction BIM is obtained with a similar routine like the filtering BIM [18] , i.e.,
The recursion (14) starts from the filtering BIM J k|k .
Smoothing Bayesian Cramér-Rao Lower Bound
The smoothing MSE can be lower bounded by [18] 
where J l|k is the smoothing BIM with backward recursion
which starts with the filtering BIM J k|k . Substituting the onestep version J k+1|k of the prediction BIM (14) into (16) a compact form of the smoothing BIM can be obtained
where the smoothing gain κ(l|k) follows the recursive rule
with the initial value
Note that the smoothing BIM J l|k is the filtering BIM J l|l plus the gain factor κ(l|k), which represents the additional information obtained by using smoothing instead of filtering.
GAUSSIAN RANDOM WALK
For a compact and simple performance analysis we consider a Gaussian random walk model. For the 1-bit receiver the information about the amplitude of the measurement is discarded.
Gaussian Random Walk
The unquantized measurement model of the random walk is
where we assume that η k ∼ N(0, σ 2 η ). The parameter θ k evolves over time by following the autoregressive model
where
The prior distribution p(θ 0 ) is assumed to be Gaussian, i.e. θ 0 ∼ N (μ 0 , σ 2 0 ). The required expressions for (7), (14) and (16) are
and
The filtering BIM can be explicitly written as
For prediction (l > k) the BIM is
while for smoothing (l < k) the BIM is given by
with the smoothing gain
1-bit Gaussian Random Walk
The 1-bit receiver operates on a hard-limited measurement
Under this circumstances the expected FIM
has to be calculated with
where Q(·) is the Q-function. For the evaluation of (29), note that the mean and variance of θ k evolve according to [11] 
such that
J k|k+Δ,q .
The 1-bit quantization loss of Bayesian smoothing in steadystate can be defined by the information ratio
Analogously the 1-bit quantization loss of Bayesian filtering is denoted by
For the comparison of the steady-state estimation performance of 1-bit smoothing with respect to unquantized filtering we introduce the information ratio
RESULT
For the visualization of the expression (47) we choose α = 1 − 10 −5 , σ θ0 = 1 and σ η = 1. The result depicted in Fig.1 shows that the quantization loss applying Bayesian smoothing approaches an asymptotic value of −0.98 dB in the low SNR domain. The quantization loss caused by using 1-bit smoothing instead of unquantized smoothing is the same as for the application of filtering [11] . The reduction of the performance loss from −1.96 dB without a state-space model [5] to −0.98 dB is due to the additional dynamic model (21), which is not affected by the 1-bit quantizer. Fig. 2 illustrates the behaviour of the performance ratio (48) and (49) when α approaches one. We can see that ρ S is in general larger than ρ F . The performance ratio ρ S becomes positive in the low to medium SNR regime for α close to one. This means that the performance loss caused by quantization of the measurements can be compensated by performing smoothing. For the low SNR regime it is possible to outperform the ideal ∞-bit filtering algorithm by 2 dB by using a 1-bit smoothing receiver. However note that this result comes with an additional delay Δ as more measurements have to be taken into account.
CONCLUSION
We have characterized the effect of coarse quantization onto the state-space estimation performance with smoothing. For a compact analysis the BCRLB has been used in order to approximate the MSEs with efficient processing algorithms. For the smoothing BIM a compact formulation which explicitly contains the smoothing gain factor κ has been derived. For the example of a random walk model we carried out a performance analysis for 1-bit Bayesian smoothing by comparing to an ideal system with high measurement resolution. With respect to the performance of ∞-bit Bayesian filtering we have found that the 1-bit quantization-loss can be completely compensated by considering more measurements while performing smoothing. With the example of a random walk, we have shown that it is possible to significantly outperform an unquantized filtering system by a 1-bit smoothing receiver at the cost of an additional processing delay Δ.
